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Investigation of the corrosion behavior of multilayer coatings in hot salt melts
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Due to their excellent thermodynamic properties, hot melts of nitrate salt melts are

used as thermal storage materials in concentrated solar power plants (CSP).

However, they induce severe corrosive stresses on steel tanks and functional system

components such as pumps and fittings. In order to ensure longterm operability in

such aggressive and hot ambient conditions, critical structural components are

frequently made of low-cost construction steels with large wall thicknesses sufficient

to compensate for strength loss from the development of oxide scales and the

dissolution of corrosion products into the melt. On the other hand, functional

components are not allowed to suffer dimensional changes during operation, thus

necessitating the use of expensive, highly alloyed steel materials.

In this context, corrosion mechanisms acting on bare steel surfaces were

investigated, both for highly alloyed as well as for simple construction steels. In

parallel, a set of metallic multilayer PVD coatings (Al-Cr-Ni-System) was developed

and deposited onto the steel samples. The corrosion behavior of coated and uncoated

steel samples was then investigated in salt melt immersion laboratory tests designed

to reflect typical in-field wear scenarios ranging from continuous operation, shut down,

and re-launch of the plants. Corrosive impact was analyzed in static immersion tests

and in thermal cycling experiments between melt and ambient temperature by optical

and scanning electron microscopy, including investigation of cross-sections. Changes

in composition were measured by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy performed on

sample surfaces.

Comparison of the results gained for steel samples of varying composition and coated

samples lead to valuable insights into mechanisms underlying the corrosion in nitrate

salt melts and served to identify coating systems with outstanding thermal and

chemical stabilities.
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